
STYLE IN PROGRESS

Seit 1998 steht style in progress als B2B
Mode-Fachmagazin für eine neue Qualität
des Denkens und Schreibens über Mode
und das Modebusiness. Inhaltliche Tiefe,
interdisziplinäres Denken, Lust auf die
Zukunft und Neugier als ständiger Antrieb
haben das Magazin in den vergangenen 25
Jahren zum Leitmedium für alle gemacht,
die unsere Branche gestalten und erneuern
wollen. Mit anderen Worten: für diejenigen,
die Mode wirklich ernst nehmen und
denen Mode gerade deshalb Spaß macht.
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In times of great upheaval, trade fairs in particular are facing existential
challenges. How can they remain relevant as places of encounter? What
do brands, buyers and the industry as a whole need to rediscover the
excitement of fashion? Style in Progress spoke to Brenda Bellei Bizzi,
CEO of WHITE Milano, the international fashion trade fair, about several
exciting approaches for this path into the future.
Interview: Stephan Huber, Text: Janaina Engelmann-Brothànek, Images: White Milano

style in progress: What can WHITE offer the fashion industry in these challenging times of
transformation for all market participants?

Brenda Bellei Bizzi, CEO of WHITE: These are indeed turbulent and challenging times for the entire supply
chain: from suppliers and manufacturers to retailers and end consumers, who are justifiably demanding. They
want quality, comprehensible prices and, crucially, the sensuality and values that go beyond the product. It is
therefore about an overall emotional experience in many respects. And that’s exactly what we need to be able
to portray as a trade fair. We can no longer just be seasonal sales events, but must evolve into platforms for
ongoing exchange and inspiration, both in the B2B and B2C sectors. We need to intelligently combine these
two areas to make fashion exciting again.

What exactly do you have in mind?

Firstly, we need to scout properly again and bring new, up-and-coming brands from all over the world to
Milan. And by that I really mean from all over the world. Research is now more important than ever. At the
same time, we must continue to support our national brands and try to connect them with newer players.
Exchange is still fundamental today. And finally, we need to create a space where this exchange can take
place in a creative and enthusiastic way. Enthusiasm must return. This is exactly what we are trying to achieve
with WHITE Village: a fashion village with various events and performances spread throughout the Tortona
district – WHITE Garden @Superstudio, WHITE Bistrot @PHYD, Botanical Club, the MUDEC Museum and
Padiglione Visconti. Particularly worth mentioning is the „Looking Back“ event at the latter location: a vintage
market with clothing, fine arts and crafts, rare vinyl records, colorful furniture accessories and much more. The
B2C public also has access here. And this ultimately reflects the reality in which this interaction has long been
taking place.

So the path to the future is multisensory?

Multisensory gets to the heart of the matter: Fashion must once again be enjoyable –  with all senses and in
every sense. We are absolutely aligned on this.
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Das Highlight der Saison bei Distretto 12 ist definitiv der RE-VERS12 Parka: double face, aus High-
Performance-Techmaterial, mit Jacquard-Strickstoff und recycelter Wattierung. Eine gelungene Verbindung
von Tradition, Innovation und Nachhaltigkeit. Dieser Parka bietet hohen Tragekomfort und zeitgemäßes
Styling, selbst bei extremen Temperaturen.
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